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Edelstahl Maurer AG

Edelstahl Maurer AG specialises in the development, design, manufacture, 
assembly and commissioning of processing plant, apparatus and machinery 
for the most exacting requirements. Our customers are primarily pharmaceutical 
and biotechnology companies.

R A proprietor-managed SME

R Founded in 1988

R 30 employees

R Production area 2‘600 m2/ workshop height 7.5 m

R Office area 350 m2

R Managing directors and proprietors: Edwin Maurer and Emanuel Maurer

Local electropolishing 
An exclusive service provided by Edelstahl Maurer AG: 
The location-independent surface treatment from one source, 
on site or at our workshop.

unique quality. swiss made.

unique quality. swiss made.



The galvanic process of electrochemical polishing is 
typically carried out by means of an electrolyte bath or 
rather by filling or flooding the component or the vessel 
to be treated.

Particularly in the event of vessels that are permanently 
installed or that are not transportable or only with a huge 
effort due to their capacity, this surface treatment is 
solely practicable by means of an on location solution.

An alternative electropolishing method to the typical 
polishing in an electrolyte bath consists in the anodic 
polishing by means of the tampon process.

Electropolishing by means  
of the tampon process

In order to obtain a defined electropolished surface 
quality, we use the technology of anodic polishing in the 
event of repair and modification works. Tampons in 
different forms and sizes come into operation in order to 
meet the high requirements on the individual polishing 
works.

By means of this specific electropolishing process, where 
the wipe-polishing head (tampon) serves as cathode, 
we are able to treat with superior quality areas of only a 
few square centimetres up to huge areas efficiently 
and economically. We therefore make use of a mobile 
POLIWELD electropolishing plant.

The advantages of local electropolishing by means of 
the tampon process are diverse as well as convincing:

R a minimal production stop
R an excellent cost-benefit ratio
R a prompt and fast execution of the works
R a demounting of the vessel to be treated is not   
 necessary
R only the concerned area is treated, not the whole of  
 the vessel surface
R no static problems in comparison to filling / flooding 
 a vessel

This exclusive service is primarily provided to customers 
from the pharmaceutical industry and from biotechnology.

The specific steps  
of local electropolishing 

Optional additional services

R Upstream works (modification, repair)
R Welding, build-up welding

Pre-treatment

R Mechanical grinding (without greases and additives)

Electropolishing

 Roughness measurement prior to the treatment
 Degreasing of the surface to be polished 
 Electropolishing by means of the tampon process
 Visual checking
 Roughness measurement after the treatment
 Passivation
 Purging with deionized water
 Documentation

Recording and Documentation

All of the work steps are recorded 
in detail in order to render the 
whole of the process traceable 
and to ensure reproducibility. 
After completion of the order, 
we establish an FDA-conform 
documentation to be rendered 
to the customer as standard 
on paper and in electronic form.

The perfect location independent 
surface treatment

The quality of every electropolished surface depends  
on the execution quality of the upstream grinding work.  
It is therefore very utile that we can offer the whole range 
of the works from one source on an interdisciplinary 
scale and of first-class quality:

R expert grinding (gradual grinding operation and   
 grinding method)
R Local electropolishing
R Documentation

If required, we carry out repair works and modifications 
as well (comprising welding in accordance with PED 
and ASME).

As a manufacturer of pressure vessels for the highest 
requirements with more than 25 years of experience 
potential, we have very well skilled and experienced 
employees disposing of important manufacturing know 
how in dealing with austenitic steels and nickel based 
alloys. Of course, these skills and expertise also come 
into effect in the event of the modification and repair of 
existing vessels and in the event of the reconditioning 
of surfaces.

Thanks to these optimal preconditions we are able to 
achieve excellent results by means of the «Local electro-
polishing» service. In the event that parts of surfaces 
are treated by us later by means of the tampon process, 
those areas do not show any visible differences to the 
surfaces that have already been polished in an electrolyte 
bath.
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LOCAL ELECTROPOLISHING

Mobile vessels may of course also be 
treated by use of the same processes at our 
workshop in Aesch/BL. Our service offer 
also comprises the necessary transportation.


